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Passive in GB

� NP-movement is case-driven

(θ-criterion,EPP).

� The moved antecedent NP and the trace 

form a chain (antecedent governed).

Ex: The window was broken by John.

DS:[IP e[I’ was[VP broken[NP the window] by John]]]].

SS:[IP[NP the window i][I’ was[VP broken  ti by John]]]].



Introduction

� Diverged from the dimension of transitivity.

� Less active, less transitive.

� A part of the phenomenon of voice, either passive 

voice or middle-voice.

� Following Givón (1994), voice is defined as a 

complex functional-structural system in which 
changes in pragmatic perspective are coded in 
different voice constructions, e.g., active, passive, 

antipassive, and inverse.

� Related to the phenomenon of de-transitivization.

� Semantic features+ pragmatic features 



What are the semantic and 

pragmatic correlation of the active 

vs. passive distinction?



The semantics of transitivity

� Three semantic dimension of transitivity:  

a. Agent- salient cause.

b. Patient- salient effect.

c. Verb- salient change.

� The semantics of de-transitivity involves a 
decrease in either

a. the agentivity of the agent,

b. the affectedness of the patient, or 

c. the compact, bounded, sequential or 
realis-like nature of the verb.



The pragmatics of voice

Perspective and Topicality:

� When confine to the active-passive distinction, 

the traditional notion of voice turns out to be 

primarily discourse-pragmatics.

� Pragmatic – perspective

� Discourse- relative topicality



Active voice

� In prototypical active clause, the agent is the 

primary referent-topic of the clause.

� The agent is the grammatical subject.



Passive voice

� In the prototypical passive clause, some non-

agent is the primary referent-topic, and is 

thus also the grammatical subject.

� Topicality hierarchy

(Agent>) Dat/Ben> Pat>Others

� The typical subject of the passive clause 

tends to be Patient.



Antipassive voice

� The agent retains its high topicality, thus 

subject hood, as in the active clause. 

However, the topicality of the patient is much 

lower than it is in the active clause.

� Patients here is unimportant, predictable, 

unspecified ore non-referring.

� Objectless; intransitive like.

Ex: This books reads easily.



What are the three functional 

dimensions expressed by 

de-transitive voice?

� Agent demotion 

� Promotion of a non-agent 

� Verb stativization



Agent demotion

� The agent of a semantically-transitive event 

is demoted from its pragmatic role of main 

clause and its more normal role of 

grammatical subject.



The motivations of agent demotion

� The agent is unknown or unrecoverable. 

e.g. He was killed (by…) in the Boer war…

� The agent is anaphorically predictable.

e.g. The soldiers invaded the village; soon   the 

entire place was burned down (by the 

soldiers) .

� The agent is cataphorical given. 

e.g. There was no telling what might have 

happened if he had not been interrupted (by 

the dog) . The dog had been whimpering.



� The agent is predictable on general ground. 

e.g. The plane was brought down safely (by the 

pilot) .

� The agent is universal. 

e.g. “…as everybody knew, …Now, it was 

known (by everybody) that…”

� The agent is deliberately suppressed (in 

order to avoid culpability). 

e.g. He got into a fight then, when he was 

young, and a man was killed (by him) . 



� The agent is unimportant or irrelevant in the 

discourse context (impersonal subject).

e.g. They found her nude body on the beach 

last night.

� The agent is non-human (low semantic 

import). 

e.g. “…the house was struck by lightening...”

(the overt agent mention is infrequent in 

passive clauses in texts.)



� The agent is impersonal subject.

(Impersonal-subject constructions: Code 

semantically-transitive or active events with 

generic subject or agent)

e.g. 

a. One used to work hard in those days.

b. You build a log house around here. 

c. They do not make them like that any more.

� Middle voice 

e.g. It broke.   

It got lost.     



Promotion of a non-agent

� The non-agent topic of the de-transitive 

clause is thus promoted to topicality, and 

often also grammatical subjecthood. 



Promotion de-transitive constructions

� a. BE-passive

e.g. John was killed in an accident. 

� b. GET-passive

e.g. Mary got elected on her second try.

� c. Middle passive

e.g. The window suddenly broke.



� d. Potential middle

e.g. This book is eminently readable.

� Impersonal-subject clauses do not involve the 

promotion of the non-agent. 



Verb stativization 

(resulting state)

� In the passive voice, an event that is framed 

in the active voice can be re-framed as a 

resulting state.



The devices used to code stativization 

� The use of the auxiliary verb ‘be’ as the main 

verb in the passive construction. 

� The use of a less-finite — adjectival, perfect, 

participial — verb-form. 



The examples of verb stativization

� Manipulation verbs: reject stative verbs in 

their complements, and accept only active

verbs. 

� The reason is that requesting or commanding 

requires that the manipulee has some 

control — the freedom to act.  



� Active:

e.g. She told him to go to sleep. 

� Adjectival-stative:

e.g. *She told him to be asleep.

� Adjectival-stative:

e.g. *She told him to be tall. 

� Progressive-stative: 

e.g. *She told him to be going to sleep. 



What is the relation between impersonal-

subject construction and passives?

� Passive clause is one of de-transitive 

constructions; there are other de-transitive 

constructions such as impersonal-subject 

constructions. 

� They are used to code semantically-transitive or 

active events with a generic subject or agent. 

� E.g. They don’t make them like that any more.



� Active :
e.g. The students discovered the star in 

the sky.
� Passive (promotional) :
e.g. The star was discovered in the sky 

(by the students).
� Agent: Demotion. ‧Patient: Promotion. 
� Verb: The verb is marked by the stative ‘be’ and the perfect-

participant-adjectival ‘-ed’ morphem. 

� Impersonal-subject (non-promotional) :
e.g. They discovered the star in the sky.
� Agent: Generic agent.

� Patient: No promotion but it is the topic.

� Verb: The same form as in the active-transitive clause. 



The frequency-distribution of voice in 

text

Text-type Clause-type

Active Passive

N % N %

Academic 49 82 % 11 18 %

Friction 177 91 % 18 9 %

News 45 92 % 4 8 %

Sports 64 96 % 3 4 %
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